
As part of the 60th anniversary of Tanzania‘s independence, Mission 
OneWorld is organizing a German-Tanzanian song contest to celebrate. 
The contest starts in summer 2021 and ends with the submission dead-
line on December 31st, 2021. People aged 15 and over from Tanzania and 
Germany are given the opportunity to write a song on the subject “Uhu-
ru means freedom”. The best songs are published on an online platform 
and thus attract a great deal of public attention – the chance for every 
upcoming artist.

Uhuru means freedom!
Songcontest

The key data
Starts August 2021 and runs until December 31, 2021. Individuals aged 
15 and over or bands / groups can participate. One song 
can be submitted per participant. For valuation 
we need a visual version in the form of a video fi-
le, e.g. mp4, which can easily be recorded wi-
th the mobile phone in landscape format. Your vi-
deo can be uploaded on the following platform:  
https://uhuru-freiheit.com

The subject
Freedom is a subject, that concerns us every day. 
What means freedom to me? Is everybody exactly 
equally free? How do I deal with freedom?
How free are we actually? When is our freedom 
restricted? What concerns young people when 
they think about their free future? What are 
their visions and plans? 60 years inde-
pendence of Tanzania – 60 years free 
form colonialism. How does this 
freedom feel? How was it percei-
ved back then? And how do 
young Tanzanian people feel today?
What do people in Tanzania and Ger-
many think about freedom? For the ye-
ar of this special anniversary we want to 
focus particularly on the subject of freedom. 
Because one thing is clear: a person‘s freedom 
is a great good. To be able to live and live it is an 
elementary value.

www.uhuru-freiheit.com
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The challenge
Write your own song on the subject “Uhuru means freedom”. An answer to the 
question what freedom means, a request to your fellow human beings, to love 
and live freedom and don’t take it for granted. The hope that all people can live 
freely in the future and feel the same way.

The prize
Not all songs will end up being published on the platform. If your song falls un-
der the top 16, you will win an upload to the platform. For technical and legal 
reasons we cannot offer monetary or non-cash prizes. But you get the chance, 
that people from all over the world discover and hear your music on this plat-
form.

The jury
The jury consists of employees from Mission OneWorld. The jury will decide on 
the publication on various online channels.

Presentation of the selected songs
The awarded songs will be uploaded and shown as part of the digital exhibi-
tion on the subject of “Uhuru means freedom” in spring 2022. Of course, they 
are also presented / published via the media channels available to us (websi-
te / Facebook / YouTube / presswork). We are thinking intensively about further 
presentation and publication options.

Any questions?
Write to the Uhuru-Team: 
uhuru@mission-einewelt.de
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Conditions of participation in the song contest “Uhuru means freedom”:

1. Participation is open to anyone who has completed their 15th year of life and is interested in 
expressing their personal freedom in a song. In the case of underage participants, a declarati-
on of consent from the parents must also be submitted. A template can be downloaded from ht-
tps://uhuru-freiheit.com

2. One song can be submitted per participant / band / group. A visual version must be submit-
ted in the form of a video file, e.g. mp4, as a mobile phone video in landscape format.

3. Submissions are made via the platform https://uhuru-freiheit.com 

4. The deadline for entries is December 31st, 2021.

5. Participation is free. Participants will not be reimbursed for expenses.

6. The selection of songs that appear on the platforms is made by a jury consisting of emplo-
yees from Mission OneWorld.

7. Copyright claims that go beyond the competition and the presentation remain with the parti-
cipants.

8. The publication of all selected titles is planned. The participants agree to publication in this 
context. The participating persons and groups can be published by name and / or with a picture 
on the website or print products of Mission OneWorld.

9. Awarded titles will be published.

10. Mission OneWorld reserves the right to exclude participants from the campaign if they viola-
te the conditions of participation. In addition, participants who use unauthorized aids or other-
wise want to gain an advantage through manipulation or untrue personal information are 
excluded from participation.

11. Mission OneWorld reserves the right to postpone, cancel or end the competition at any time 
without prior notice and without giving reasons. Mission OneWorld makes use of this option in 
particular if, for technical reasons (e.g. viruses in the computer system or manipulation) or for 
legal reasons, proper implementation of the campaign cannot be guaranteed. If such a termi-
nation is caused by the behavior of a participant or a participating group, Mission OneWorld 
can demand compensation from this person or group for the damage incurred.

12. Mission OneWorld always endeavors to publish in technically perfect quality and to ma-
ke correct statements. Mission OneWorld is not liable for misstatements or technical errors in 
connection with the competition. The participants act independently and at their own risk.

13. The data protection guideline of Mission OneWorld, which is available at https://mission-ei-
newelt.de/datenschutz/, applies to the data required for participation within the meaning of 
these conditions of participation. The participating individuals and contact persons of groups 
can view, correct or revoke the stored personal data at any time by requesting Mission EineWelt, 
Postfach 68, 91561 Neuendettelsau or an email to the address uhuru@mission-einewelt.de.

14. The law of the Federal Republic of Germany is exclusively applicable. Should any of the-
se provisions be or become invalid, the validity of the remaining conditions of participation re-
mains unaffected. The judges‘ decision is final.

15. By submitting the application documents, these conditions of participation are accepted.

16. The judges‘ decision against the jury‘s decision is final.
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